Why MIM?

MIM provides a single platform solution for all of your PET and nuclear medicine reading needs. As a vendor-neutral solution, MIM works with images from all major manufacturers and provides a common solution for nuclear medicine processing and review. Now you can read PET/CT, PET/MR, SPECT/CT, and planar nuclear medicine images all in one system.

Integrated Solutions

- **MIMneuro** - Quantitative analysis for Brain PET and SPECT
- **MIMcardiac** - Quantitative analysis for Cardiac PET and SPECT
- **MIM SurePlan** - LiverY90
  - Timesaving automation tools for liver, lungs, and tumor VOI generation
  - Integrated reporting tools
  - Post-op dosimetry
- **MIM Assistant**
  - Automated sending, archiving, deleting, retrieving data — including prior exams
  - Authenticate with LDAP/Active Directory
- **MIM Zero Footprint**
  - Access all MIM products securely through a simple log-in process on any modern web browser. Data to and from local servers is automatically mirrored with cloud storage and immediately accessible for viewing.
  - Collaborate seamlessly with colleagues or referring physicians in real time using encrypted sessions.

Clinical Workflow

1. **RIS**
   - Receive HL7® messages for scheduled exams
   - Auto-fetch priors for faster comparisons

2. **Modality**
   - Supports images from all major vendors
   - Comprehensive nuclear medicine processing solution
   - Automatically send, archive, delete, and retrieve data

3. **Reading/Image Access**
   - Read/process PET and nuclear medicine exams from a single solution
   - Access as a thin client, floating license, or PACS plug-in
   - Utilize timesaving tools and generate quantitative results

4. **Reporting**
   - Incorporate quantitative analysis into reports
   - PowerScribe® 360 Reporting integration
“A fundamental goal for our company is to provide superior customer service. I never, ever, want to leave a customer unsatisfied. Our sales people and applications specialists work very closely with our engineers; and together they all work in customer service. All of our people know our products, of course, but just as important, they know our customers’ needs and problems.”

DENNIS NELSON, PhD
Founder & President
MIM Software Inc.